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A B S T R A C T

Ecological environmental early-warning can make timely warning to predict the ecosystem degradation and the
deterioration of environmental quality caused by industry development activities. The sustainable development
of strategic emerging industries is taken as a starting point, this paper analyzes the impact of industrial activities
on the ecological environment, and constructs the ecological environmental early-warning indicator system. This
paper defines the research objects, and respectively selects sixty listed companies as the training samples and the
testing samples. By the normal distribution tests and the factor analysis, five indicators are chosen. The Logistic
regression early-warning model is constructed by two indicators which pass the significance test. Finally, the
results of empirical analysis show that the early-warning model can provide an ideal warning for ecological
environmental position, and can give an effective judgment on ecological environmental problems. The research
can provide a certain basis for the sustainable coordination development between strategic emerging industries
and ecological environment.

1. Introduction

Since the international financial crisis in 2008, major developed
countries have proposed to accelerate the development of strategic
emerging industries, in order to maintain the forefront of science and
technology and seize the commanding heights of global competition in
the future. Chinese have also released the “decision of the State Council
on speeding up the cultivation and development of strategic emerging
industries” and “13th Five-Year national strategic emerging industry
development plan” and other policies, in order to speed up the culti-
vation and development of strategic emerging industries. China's sup-
port for strategic emerging industries mainly focuses on breakthroughs
in new technology and its industrialization, especially the production
chain as the pillar of local economic development. Strategic emerging
industries play a key role in promoting the construction of ecological
civilization, green China and the sustainable development of economy
and society (Gosens and Lu, 2013; Tseng et al., 2013; Shi and Lai,
2013). At present, the development of strategic emerging industries is
based on high input, neglects the carrying capacity of environment,
resources, ecology and other natural systems, a series of ecological
problems has been caused such as excessive destruction of ecological

environment and irrational exploitation and utilization of resources, the
fragile ecological environment has become the bottleneck of industry
healthy development (Di Battista et al., 2016; Boxall et al., 2014).

The ecological environmental problems should be comprehensively
and objectively evaluated, in order to analyze the existing problems and
the weak links; the early-warning system of ecological environment is
built to analyze and diagnose ecological environment problems, and
then early-warning is made. The results can provide a certain basis for
the sustainable coordination development between strategic emerging
industries and ecological environment, can help to improve the en-
vironmental management system and the modernization of governance,
realize the goal of energy-saving emission reduction and low carbon
economy development.

A early-warning system of ecological environment is built to ensure
the coordination of economic, social and ecological environment
system in the driving process of strategic emerging industries (Abramic
et al., 2015). The ecological environmental early-warning system is
formed by the mutual connection and interaction of elements of the
early-warning system. The ecological environmental status can be
monitored and detected in the process of sustainable development of
strategic emerging industries (Miao et al., 2016; Drayson et al., 2015),
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and the unstable operation status and the unusual phenomenon which
can cause serious ecological environmental problems are also identi-
fied, evaluated and analyzed (Smeaton et al., 2014; Yu-qiu and Yang,
2013). The warning is given in a moment when the ecological en-
vironmental status gets to the setting warning limits (Butnariu and
Avasilcai, 2014; Vuorinen et al., 2015), and then effective measures are
timely adopted (Folkert, 2016). Strategic emerging industries in China
are taken to be the research objects, and the heavy polluting industries
are taken to be the abnormal companies which happened the heavy
ecological environmental problems, and the light polluting industries
are chosen to be the normal companies according to the principle of
same number, same type and similar asset size. The ecological en-
vironmental early-warning indicators are screened through the nor-
mality test and the factor analysis, and the early-warning model is
constructed by the Logistic regression method. Finally, the predictive
tests of training samples and testing samples are respectively made to
prove the validity of the early-warning model.

2. Early-warning model and indicator system

2.1. Logistic regression early-warning model

Logistic regression is mainly applied into the binary response var-
iation and order response variation, its goal is to seek the conditional
probability and judge the position and operating risks of observed ob-
ject (Stoklosa et al., 2016; Asif and McHale., 2016). It is built on the
basis of the cumulative probability function, and does not require the
independent variable to obey the multivariate normal distribution and
the equal co-variance between the two groups (Motrenko et al., 2014;
Geng and Sakhanenko., 2016). Its parameter values are estimated by
the maximum likelihood estimation method, and the probability of
response variable value is calculated by mathematical operations. If the
probability is bigger than the setting point, the industry is judged to be
the heavy ecological environmental problem.

Xi is the variable of early-warning indicator i, formula (1) is the
regression relationship function between Xi and probability Pi of hap-
pening ecological environmental problem.
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In formula (2), Yi denotes the total discrimination value which re-
flects the quantitative characteristics of i th indicator; βi is the weight
which reflects the degree of relevant independent variables Xi; α is a
constant.

So, formula (1) can be changed to be formula (3):
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Formula (4) is gotten according to formula (3), that is
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The natural logarithm is taken on the formula (4), formula (5) is
gotten:
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In formula (5), Pi is the probability of danger, that is calculated based
on the linear regression model.

According to formulas (2) and (5), formula (6) is gotten,
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can be calculated by substituting the se-

lected variables into the regression equation, thus Pi-value can be cal-
culated. The threshold value is set to be the warning line, if Pi-value is
bigger than the threshold value, the ecological environmental problem
happens, otherwise, it does not happen. Thus, each sample category can
be calculated.

The curve of the logistic regression model is of sigmoidal shape, and
its early-warning maximum value approaches 1, the minimum value
approaches 0.

The logistic regression is simple and convenient and has not specific
requirements for the distribution of the variables. Therefore, the eco-
logical environmental early-warning model is constructed by the
Logistic regression method in this paper.

2.2. Early-warning indicator system

The ecological environmental early-warning model is constructed
by the sample indicators data, all data come from the listed companies
of strategic emerging industries in China Shanghai and Shenzhen A-
share stock market in 2016.

Thirty heavy polluting industries are selected to be the study sam-
ples. According to the principle of same number, same type and similar
asset size, thirty light polluting industries are selected to be the paired
samples. Those sixty industries form the training samples. In order to
test the model's predictive ability, based on the principle of same
number, same type and similar asset size, sixty listed companies of
strategic emerging industries at the same period are selected to be the
testing samples, including thirty heavy polluting industries and thirty
light polluting industries. The built early-warning model will be re-
spectively tested by the training samples and the test samples to analyze
the accuracy rate and error rate of early-warning model.

It is the key to correctly select the representative important indexes
and construct the early-warning index system of ecological environ-
ment for the analysis of the ecological environment status and the
changing trend of strategic emerging industries. The ecological en-
vironment condition evaluation index system and calculation methods
of each index are stipulated in China Technical Criterion for Ecosystem
Status Evaluation. Taking into account the ultimate goal is to maximize
the comprehensive benefits under the policy of energy saving and
emission reduction, the ecological environmental early-warning in-
dicator system is selected and constructed according to some files such
as China Technical Criterion for Ecosystem Status Evaluation, National
ecological demonstration area assessment index, China Ecological Safety
Supervision Bureau, Environment Protection Bureau, all those files list
ecological environment indicators, as presented in Table 1.

3. Ecological environmental early-warning model

The normality test, factor analysis and logistic regression analysis
are made respectively on the ecological environmental early-warning
indicators by the statistical software SPSS, and the early-warning model
is constructed.

3.1. Data factor analysis

The factor analysis of sixty training samples in 2016 is made by the
statistical software SPSS.

(1) Factor analysis test. In order to make sure the suitability of the
factor analysis, the KMO test and Bartlett test are made on the
sample data, the results are shown in Table 2.

The KMO measure value is 0.520 which is bigger than 0.5, and the
significance probability value of Bartlett test’s χ2 is 0.000 which is far
less than the significance level 0.05, all that indicate that the sample
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